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Abstract: In recent times, the monkeypox epidemic has been a global threat but for 10 

low-middle countries like Pakistan, the rise of Monkey-pox cases is a major public concern. The 11 

health care workers are the front-line soldiers in any pandemic and epidemic situation. Their better 12 

knowledge and early diagnosis are the best way to manage this epidemic.   13 

Objective: To investigate the healthcare workers' knowledge about the monkeypox virus and their 14 

confidence in the diagnosis at the District Health Authority (DHA), Narowal. This study was 15 

cross-sectional and was conducted in DHA Narowal.  16 

Method: The sample size was 114 from different categories of Health care workers like physicians, 17 

pharmacists, nurses, and allied health workers. The data is collected through a self-developed 18 

questionnaire consisting of 35 questions, having two sections: Knowledge and confidence in the 19 

diagnosis. The data was analyzed through SPSS-26 and, chi-square, and multivariate regression 20 

were applied to the data.  21 

Results: The average score for Knowledge was 5.82(2.01), and confidence for diagnosis was 6.32 22 

(2.11) which indicated poor knowledge and confidence for diagnosis among healthcare workers. 23 

Only 49% of healthcare workers knew that vaccines could cure the monkeypox. The associated 24 

factor for poor knowledge is the younger age, having a low education degree, and training job in the 25 

urban area, p<0.001.  26 

Conclusion: The level of knowledge about the monkeypox virus and confidence in diagnosis is 27 

low among the participants. It is necessary to conduct training for healthcare workers to increase 28 

their knowledge regarding the monkeypox virus. 29 
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 31 

1. Introduction 32 

The discovery of a new outbreak caused by the human monkey pox virus (HMPXV) has 33 

sparked global worries among public health officials notwithstanding the ongoing challenges 34 

posed by the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic. In 1970, the Democratic Republic of the 35 

Congo (DRC) recorded the first human case of monkey pox. The DRC saw an endemic outbreak of 36 

the disease, and it quickly expanded to Central and West African countries. The importation of 37 

infected exotic animals was linked to the first incidence outside of Africa, which was recorded in 38 

2003 (Bates, Grijalva, & Health, 2022). In 1970, 1996–1997, 2003, and 2018, there were five large 39 

outbreaks of MPXV. Most recently, in 2022, there was a multi-country outbreak that spread to over 40 

50 non-endemic nations across various continents, resulting in over 6,000 cases. Most of these 41 

epidemics have been linked to illnesses that first appeared in Africa. To quote the authors: (Luna et 42 

al., 2022). In 2022, monkey pox spread all over the world. There were 68,428 confirmed cases of 43 

monkey pox in the United States between January 1, 2022, and September 30, 2022, with 99 of 44 

those locales being new to reporting such cases. The global outbreak of monkey pox was declared a 45 

public health emergency of international concern by the World Health Organization (WHO) on 46 

July 23, 2022 (WHO, 2022). The United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and 47 

their European Union (EU) counterparts both identify healthcare workers (HCWs) as a population 48 

at high risk for the spread of infectious diseases (Nuzzo, Borio, & Gostin, 2022). 49 

Infected animals can spread the disease to other animals either directly through their bodily 50 

fluids, skin lesions, or respiratory droplets, or indirectly through contaminated fomites. Herd im-51 

munity to orthopox viruses is declining, and mathematical modeling shows that this poses a 52 

growing hazard of human-to-human transmission of illness. Isolation in a negative pressure room, 53 

together with standard, contact, and droplet precautions, followed by airborne precautions if fea-54 
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sible, are all measures recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 55 

(Moore, Rathish, & Zahra, 2022). 56 

Infection with the pox virus begins at the site of injection, then it enters in to the body (oro-57 

pharynx, nasopharynx, or intradermal). Then, the virus spreads from one organ to another after an 58 

initial viremia. This is the incubation time, which averages around 14 days but can go up to 21 days. 59 

Secondary viremia is associated with a delay of 1–2 days in the start of symptoms like fever and 60 

lymphadenopathy before lesions occur. Patients with infections may be infectious right now. 61 

(Hutson, et al., 2015) 62 

The MPXV can be spread both directly through personal contact and indirectly through 63 

fomites. Transmission clusters among (gay and bisexual men included) have been noted, making 64 

the current HMPX outbreak one of a kind. This provides evidence that sexual contact may be an 65 

efficient means of virus dissemination (Català et al., 2022). The WHO has issued interim guidelines 66 

recommending swift implementation of infection, prevention, and control measures to aid in early 67 

diagnosis of the virus, particularly in high-risk regions. The MPV spreads in a manner analogous to 68 

that of the Ebola virus (EVD) and the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 69 

(SARS-CoV-2) (CoviD-19). Transmission of MPV can occur by direct contact with the infectious 70 

rash, scabs, or body fluids, including respiratory secretions, or through contact with things (such as 71 

clothing or linens) that have previously come into contact with the infectious rash or body fluids. 72 

The MPV can be passed from mother to kid through the placenta. The monkeypox virus can also be 73 

transmitted to humans via animal scratching or biting, as well as through the consumption of dis-74 

eased animals or the use of animal goods. (Delaney et al., 2022). The average duration of the dis-75 

ease is between two weeks. Those who have not developed signs of Monkeypox are incapable of 76 

spreading it to others. Additional studies are being undertaken at this moment to rule out the pos-77 

sibility of Monkeypox transmission via sperm or vaginal secretions (Tsagkaris, Matiashova, Essar, 78 

Atanasov, & Head, 2023) came to this conclusion. The prodromal stage of MPX illness, which 79 

includes fever, malaise, headache, and lymphadenopathy and distinguishes it from smallpox, be-80 

gins 7–17 days into the incubation period. The maculopapular rash that typically appears on the 81 

face, head, and neck during the early stage of the disease appears after a prodromal period that lasts 82 

anywhere from one to four days. Within 14-21 days, the rash goes through a centrifugal trans-83 

formation, changing from papular to vesicular to pustular to crusty (Sah et al., 2022).  Initial 84 

recognition and widespread suppression are subject to the surveillance and recognition of MPX 85 

cases. Precise verdicts can be tough, specifically in areas where smallpox has been exterminated, 86 

owing to the issue of clinical resemblances to extra rash-causing ailments. To convincingly create 87 

MPXV occurrences, a laboratory test is compulsory. This can be done using methods like virus 88 

seclusion or PCR (polymerase chain reaction)(Saxena et al., 2023) Precise judgment and effective 89 

surveillance are important for the ailment's suppression and anticipation as the ailment has medical 90 

signs that are analogous to a persons of smallpox, chickenpox, and influenza. HCWs are critical in 91 

the documentation, reportage, and supervision of cases of MPXV; consequently, they must have 92 

optimum procedural know-how linked to MPXV surveillance(Alakunle, Moens, Nchinda, & 93 

Okeke, 2020) 94 

Given the universal emergency of MPOX occurrence, primary preclusion, appropriate find-95 

ing, and rapid retort and supervision from HCWs in Lebanon will be tremendously important. 96 

Though MPOX described cases in Lebanon remained only 24 as of 16 December 2022, HCWS 97 

must be well-informed and equipped for surveillance, analysis, and supervision of the ailment. 98 

Lebanon is transitory over spartan financial disaster and its medicinal segment is harassed with 99 

deficiencies in medication and medical apparatus, which might increase the position of smearing 100 

the suitable precautionary actions. In addition, the valuation of the relation among ailment 101 

knowledge and confidence can have optimistic insinuations on the empathetic of health-seeking 102 

comportment and obeying to deterrent events, particularly in states with a vulnerable health care 103 

organization.(Malaeb et al., 2023) 104 

There have been no reported cases of monkeypox in Pakistan till May 29, 2022. While the 105 

provincial health service has issued a high alert and airport limitations have been put in place to 106 

prevent an outbreak, the lack of diagnostic facilities to detect the virus is concerning and needs to 107 

be addressed immediately. WHO recommends using a standard real-time polymerase chain reac-108 

tion (PCR) for definitive diagnosis of suspected MPXV patients. Most of Pakistan's top research 109 

facilities have PCR machines but not the necessary testing supplies. The Pakistani government 110 

must immediately acquire the necessary testing kits, primers, and reagents to battle a potential viral 111 

outbreak, as identifying patients based on symptoms is not a viable strategy (Surgery, Huda, & 112 

Najeeb, 2020). 113 

 114 

 115 
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2. Materials and Methods 116 

The research design of this study was a cross-sectional research design in which the sample 117 

included Health care workers (n=114) who were selected through convenience and purposive 118 

sampling from the district Health authority Narowal. The sample was further divided into four 119 

categories, physicians, nurses, pharmacists, and Allied health workers, the age range of the sample 120 

was 18 years and above. 121 

2.1. Survey instrument  122 

The data was collected through a self-developed questionnaire. This questionnaire consisted 123 

of three sections. The first section consisted of demographic variables, gender, educational level, 124 

socio-economic status, belonging to rural and urban areas, and occupational categories (Physician, 125 

Nurses, pharmacists, and Allied Health workers). the second section consisted of questions re-126 

garding knowledge about monkeypox virus and 3rd section was all about the diagnosis of mon-127 

keypox virus. Approval was taken from the chief executive officer District Health Authority 128 

Narowal, and after the approval informed consent was taken from all the participants, after briefing 129 

them about the purpose and importance of the research. Questionnaires were given to fill them. In 130 

the end, all participants were thanked by the researcher who ensure all the participants about their 131 

confidentiality. The dichotomous methods was used. The HCW having 60% or above score con-132 

sidered as adequate knowledge and the HCWs have 60% or above score of confidence was con-133 

sidered good confidence, the data was analyzed through SPSS-26. Participants' variables were 134 

expressed by using descriptive analysis. Chi-square was used to compare the knowledge and con-135 

fidence for diagnosis with respect to occupational categories. Regression analysis was used to 136 

predict and associate the related factor with the knowledge and confidence of diagnosis among 137 

healthcare workers. 138 

3. Results 139 

The total number of study respondents that comprised the final sample was 114 Health care 140 

Workers. The general characteristics of the study respondents are illustrated in Table 1. Healthcare 141 

workers prevailed in the study sample, while males are more as compared to females. Most of the 142 

Health care workers ages are less than 30. The sample consisted of nurses (44.73%), physicians 143 

(23.68%), pharmacists (14.91%), and Allied Health workers (16.66%). Most of the participants 144 

belonged to the urban area (76.31%). Based on Pay, most of the participants have paid higher than 145 

150K (69.2%). Most of the participants (54.38%) have a service length lower than 20 years. 146 

Table 1: Characteristics of the Sample population (N=114) 147 

Variables  Group  Number(frequency) Percentage 

Age  <30 

>30 

62 

52 

54.38 

45.62 

Gender  Male 63 55.26 

Female  51 44.74 

Profession     

 Nurse  51 44.73 

 Physician  27 23.68 

 Pharmacist 17 14.91 

 Allied health workers  19 16.66 

Residence  Urban  87 76.31 

 Rular  27 23.68 

Pay <150,000 79 69.2 

 >150,000 35 30.70 

Year of service  <20 years  62 54.38 

 >20 years 52 45.61 

     148 

 The total number of study respondents that comprised the final sample was114. The general 149 

characteristics of the study respondents are illustrated in Table 1. Healthcare workers prevailed in 150 

the study sample, while males are more as compared to females. Most of the Health care workers 151 

ages are less than 30. The sample consisted of nurses (44.73%), physicians (23.68%), pharmacists 152 

(14.91%), and Allied Health workers (16.66%). Most of the participants belonged to the urban area 153 
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(76.31%). Based on Pay, most of the participants have paid higher than 150K (69.2%). Most of the 154 

participants (54.38%) have a service length lower than 20 years. 155 

Table 2: Knowledge about monkeypox in diagnosis among healthcare workers (n=114) 156 

Questions Knowledge (n=114) 

 Correct  Incorrect  

Have you ever heard about Monkeypox? 72(63%) 42(37%) 

Monkeypox is endemic in certain parts of Central and West Africa, including the 

Democratic Republic of Congo, Cameroon, Nigeria, and the Central African Re-

public. Is this true? 

53(46%) 61(54%) 

Has monkeypox ever been reported in your country? 51(44%) 63(56%) 

Do you know which country or region monkeypox is believed to have originated 

from? 

49(43%) 65(57%) 

Are you familiar with the primary animal host or reservoir for monkeypox? 53(46%) 61(54%) 

Are you aware of any ongoing efforts to control the spread of monkeypox in your 

local area or region? 

45(39%) 69(61%) 

Do you think that people living in rural areas may be more susceptible to contract-

ing monkeypox due to factors such as exposure to animals or poor sanitation? 

52(46%) 62(54%) 

Have you seen any evidence of a correlation between monkeypox and occupation, 

such as farmers or hunters who may have more frequent exposure to animals? 

51(44%) 63(56%) 

 Rashes are a prime symptom of monkeypox. Rashes and pustules first appear on 

the face and gradually cover all the body parts including palms and soles 

52(46%) 62(54%) 

The cases of monkey-pox in humans is present? 51(44%) 63(56%) 

 Monkeypox is a viral disease? 49(43%) 65(57%) 

Monkeypox is a bacterial disease. 53(46%) 61(54%) 

Monkeypox can be transmitted from one human to another human. 51(44%) 63(56%) 

Do monkey-pox and chicken-pox have similar symptoms? 56(49%) 57(51%) 

In humans, is the sign of monkeypox flu-like symptoms? 50(44%) 64(56%) 

Are antibiotics required in the management of human monkey-pox patients? 43(38%) 71(68%) 

The vaccine for Monkey-pox is available? 49(43%) 65(57%) 

Treatment of monkey-pox is available? 54(47%) 60(53%) 

Table 2 describes the knowledge of the health care workers regarding the percentage of cor-157 

rectness and incorrectness of the questions.  158 

Table 3: Confidence in diagnosis about monekypox among healthcare workers (n=114) 159 

Confidence in Doctors  Yes No 

Do you believe that improved surveillance and early detection efforts could help 

to prevent or control future monkeypox outbreaks? 

54(47%) 60(53%) 

Have you noticed any disparities in access to healthcare services between urban 

and rural populations with respect to monkeypox treatment? 

53(46%) 61(54%) 

Do you think that socioeconomic factors such as poverty or limited access to 

healthcare may impact the spread of monkeypox in certain populations? 

54(47%) 60(53%) 

Transmission of Monkeypox infection can be prevented by avoiding body contact 

and through washing hands regularly with antiseptics and sanitizer 

54(47%) 60(53%) 

Can monkeypox be prevented through a vaccine? 52(46%) 62(54%) 

Can monkeypox be treated at home? 54(47%) 60(53%) 

Can Monkey Pox be treated with antibiotics? 43(38%) 71(62%) 

Is there a specific antiviral medication available for the treatment of monkeypox? 45(39%) 69(61%) 

Do you know how much time patients take typically to recover from monkeypox? 54(47%) 60(53%) 

What is the incubation period of this disease? 52(46%) 62(54%) 

 Patients of Monkeypox infection should be immediately isolated to avoid the 

transfer of infection to other people for 10-14 days. 

56(49%) 58(51%) 

Individuals with weakened immune systems, such as those living with HIV/AIDS, 

or those who have received organ transplants, may be more susceptible to severe 

43(38%) 71(57%) 
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illness from monkeypox. 

The virus can also be spread from person to person through respiratory droplets, 

close contact, or contact with contaminated materials. 

54(47%) 60(53%) 

Have you ever received training on how to properly handle and dispose of mate-

rials contaminated with the monkeypox virus? 

51(44%) 63(56%) 

Can monkeypox cause severe illness, severe pneumonia, (inflammation of the 

brain), or death? 

51(44%) 63(56%) 

Table 3 describes the confidence of the health care workers regarding the percentage of cor-160 

rectness and incorrectness of the questions. 161 

Table 4: Percentages of Knowledge about monkey-pox with respect to the occupation (n=114) 162 

Questions Occupation (N=114) 

 

Physician 

(n=27) 

Nurses 

(n=51) 

Pharmacist 

(17) 

Allied 

health 

workers 

(19) 

Have you ever heard about Monkeypox? 45% 39% 32% 30% 

Monkeypox is endemic in certain parts of Central and 

West Africa, including the Democratic Republic of Congo, 

Cameroon, Nigeria, and the Central African Republic. Is 

this true? 

51% 49% 42% 39% 

Has monkeypox ever been reported in your country? 45% 40% 38% 34% 

Do you know which country or region monkeypox is be-

lieved to have originated from? 

50% 44% 40% 36% 

Are you familiar with the primary animal host or reser-

voir for monkeypox? 

51% 48% 43% 39% 

Are you aware of any ongoing efforts to control the spread 

of monkeypox in your local area or region? 

43% 40% 32% 30% 

Do you think that people living in rural areas may be 

more susceptible to contracting monkeypox due to factors 

such as exposure to animals or poor sanitation? 

54% 52% 48% 41% 

Have you seen any evidence of a correlation between 

monkeypox and occupation, such as farmers or hunters 

who may have more frequent exposure to animals? 

52% 47% 43% 41% 

 Rashes are a prime symptom of monkeypox. Rashes and 

pustules first appear on the face and gradually cover all 

the body parts including palms and soles 

52% 49% 47% 43% 

The cases of monkey-pox in humans is present? 47% 45% 41% 41% 

 Monkeypox is a viral disease? 51% 50% 43% 40% 

Monkeypox is a bacterial disease. 49% 48% 43% 39% 

Monkeypox can be transmitted from one human to an-

other human. 

52% 51% 49% 48% 

Do monkey-pox and chicken-pox have similar symptoms? 49% 43% 41% 39% 

In humans, is the sign of monkeypox flu-like symptoms? 53% 49% 48% 42% 

Are antibiotics required in the management of human 

monkey-pox patients? 

56% 53% 51% 48% 

The vaccine for Monkey-pox is available? 53% 49% 43% 41% 

Treatment of monkey-pox is available? 51% 48% 46% 42% 

 163 

 164 

 165 
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Table 5: Characteristic of the subject according to Knowledge and confidence in diagnosis (N=114) 166 

Characteristic  Categories  Knowledge 

Score  

P value Confidence in 

Doctor  

P value 

All respondents   6.72(1.54) 0.01 5.32(1.63) 0.01 

Gender  Male  6.32(1.32) 0.02 5.32(1.25) 0.03 

Female  5.21(1.97) 0.01 5.15(1.74) 0.01 

Age  <30 5.54(1.51) 0.01 5.23(1.32) 0.01 

31- 5.35(1.62) 0.02 5.12(1.52) 0.02 

>30 5.58(1.68) 0.02 5.01(1.73) 0.02 

Occupation   Allied health 

workers  

4.97(1.88) 0.03 5.23(1.22) 0.01 

Pharmacist  5.45(1.97) 0.01 5.98(1.75) 0.03 

Nurses  5.51 (1.99) 0.01 5.99 (1.76) 0.02 

 Physician  5.85(2.01) 0.03 6.32(2.11) 0.01 

Pay >150,000 6.13(1.64) 0.01 5.44(1.34) 0.01 

<150,000 5.32(1.92) 0.01 4.87(1.77) 0.02 

Location  Rural 5.32(1.21) 0.02 5.11(1.22) 0.01 

Urban  6.43(1.09) 0.02 5.87(1.01) 0.00 

 167 

The average score for Knowledge was 5.82(2.01), and for confidence in diagnosis was 6.32 168 

(2.11) the younger participants, who have a high educational degree, physician and nurses by job, 169 

and lived in the urban area were more likely to have a high score on knowledge and confidence in 170 

diagnosis. 171 

Table 6: The factor associated with Knowledge and confidence by multivariable regression analysis (N=114). 172 

Characteristic    Knowledge of doctor  

OR 95% CI  

Confidence of 

doctors OR 95% 

CI 

Gender  Male 6.32(1.32)  1.32(0.53-1.02) 0.01 

Age   0.85(0.63-1.13) 1.23(0.01-1.42) 

<30  1.31(1.11-168) 1.22(0.98-1.88) 

Profession Nurses   1.65(1.22-2.32) 1.54(1.25-2.11) 

Physician  5.85(2.01) 6.32(2.11) 

Pay >150,000  1.22(0.97-1.87) 1.54(0,82-1.92) 

Location Urban   1.06(0.02-0.19) 0.54(0.33-0.76) 

 173 
Note: OR= Odd ratio, CI= Confidence Interval, p<0.05 174 

Table 6 represents the results of the multivariate logistic regression analysis. The dependent 175 

variables were knowledge and confidence in the doctor. The relevant factor for good knowledge 176 

and confidence in doctors was the male gender, younger age, profession type, high pay, and the 177 

urban area of living p<0.05.  178 

4. Discussion 179 

It is very important that to better combat Monkeypox, the Health care team's response should 180 

be prompt and effective. So, the objective of this study was to investigate the knowledge of the 181 

healthcare worker about monkeypox. It is very important to know the baseline knowledge and 182 

training of the health care workers.  As WHO indicated, no doubt Health care workers are playing 183 

a central role in meditating and controlling monkeypox but amid the ongoing monkeypox outbreak, 184 

Healthcare workers are susceptible to disease acquisition and virus transmission.  Therefore, 185 

evaluating their knowledge of the disease and their confidence in their ability to diagnose and treat 186 

potential cases is of the utmost importance. The knowledge deficiencies can then be addressed 187 

through appropriate education and trainings. In addition, providing the correct knowledge and 188 

training can improve the quality of care among HCWs, which is a crucial objective for safe and 189 
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high-quality patient service (WHO, 2022). In Pakistan, there is a dearth of research that investi-190 

gated the knowledge level of healthcare workers about monkeypox, so the objective of this study 191 

was to know the knowledge about monkeypox among Pakistani healthcare workers. 192 

The overall knowledge about monkeypox among Pakistani healthcare workers is low that is 193 

62% (n=114).  The study also revealed that social health care workers even do not fully know 194 

about the primary reservoir animal and host of monkeypox. The result was strongly evident in the 195 

study conducted in Saudi Arabia where only 50% of the healthcare workers know Monkey Pox 196 

(Alshahrani et al., 2022).  197 

The findings of this study are worrisome in this context. The majority of the doctors we polled 198 

knew little to nothing about monkeypox, including its endemicity, transmission, clinical differ-199 

ences from smallpox, chickenpox, and influenza, clinical evolution (e.g., skin lesion evolution), 200 

and the primarily related findings. When it comes to the therapeutic management of disease and 201 

immunization, there is also a significant knowledge gap. Our results found with those of research 202 

conducted in Indonesia (Ricco et al., 2022) and Italy (Harapan, 2020).  Another study found that 203 

less than 20% of GPs had heard of HMPX throughout their medical training, highlighting the 204 

paucity of HMPX content in medical curricula (Harapan, 2020). A study found comparable low 205 

levels of knowledge among Italian physicians about monkeypox (Ricco et al., 2022. In Saudi 206 

Arabia (Alshahrani et al., 2022), Lebanon (Yousef et al., 2022), and the Kurdistan region of Iraq 207 

(Ahmad et al., 2022), the general public was also found to have a limited understanding of Monkey 208 

Pox. 209 

According to the result, different factors are associated with low knowledge and confidence in 210 

diagnosis. Health care workers of younger age, female gender, pharmacist, Allied health workers, 211 

and health care workers belonging to rural areas had less knowledge. The possible explanation for 212 

the low knowledge is that Pakistan now a day are suffering from political and economic instability 213 

and there are very less ongoing training and coaching session to enhance the knowledge of 214 

healthcare workers. The study also highlighted that a low level of knowledge about monkeypox in 215 

Pakistan was also associated with lower confidence in the doctor's competence and the result are 216 

similar to previous research conducted in Saudi Arabia (Tammemi, Albakri, & Alabsi, 2022). This 217 

results in a reduction of content in medical and other healthcare-related curricula (Harapan et al., 218 

2022). Moreover, as monkeypox cases are very low in Pakistan, and their transmission from human 219 

to human is limited the attention toward this from the Government agencies is very low, this factor 220 

is also responsible for the low knowledge. In addition, before the current outbreak, monkeypox 221 

cases were uncommon, human-to-human transmission was limited, and the disease received little 222 

attention outside of endemic countries (Bunge et al., 2022). 223 

For the better management of the monkey-pox virus, improving knowledge and awareness 224 

programs would be beneficial (Cordeiro et al., 2022). The result of this study was also supported by 225 

the studies conducted among Italian physicians and Kuwaiti healthcare professionals that also re-226 

vealed knowledge gaps regarding MPXV transmission (Martínez et al., 2022). 227 

In the present study, with respect to occupation, physicians and nurses have high knowledge 228 

as compared to pharmacists and Allied healthcare workers. It is associated with low training and 229 

education with respect to age. Younger-age healthcare workers do not have much knowledge and 230 

training regarding epidemic situations. The result is also supported by previous research in the 231 

context of general practitioners' confidence to manage monkeypox (Harapan et al.,2022).  232 

 This study was carried out in 2022 amongst health physicians in Punjab, Pakistan in which 233 

there were 250 participants. Out of these 229 (91.6%) having the knowledge of Human Monkey 234 

Pox Infection [HMPI] while 8.4% were not cognizant of HMPI.(Khalid, Ehsan, Khalid, Mahmood, 235 

& College, 2022)  236 

The results define the association between low knowledge and low confidence about the di-237 

agnosis of Monkeypox. These results are enough to spread the to transfer the message to concerned 238 

health authorities to conduct or plan training sessions for healthcare workers. From this step, 239 

healthcare workers can handle the monkey pox epidemic effectively. The regular conference also 240 

produces awareness knowledge about monkeypox among healthcare workers and their confidence 241 

in diagnosis will increase. 242 

5. Conclusions 243 

The finding of this study depicted that healthcare workers have low knowledge about mon-244 

keypox and have a low confidence level in doctors. It is very important to have the optimal level of 245 

knowledge for the better management of monkeypox in the country. Last but not least, as this is a 246 

relatively new disease outside of Africa, a study in various aspects is required, including treatment 247 

and prevention, which includes the use of vaccinations against this virus. COVID-19 (Gutiérrez et 248 

al., 2020) exemplifies the importance of developing national clinical guidelines. Since most cases 249 

of monkeypox will develop without complications, evidence-based guidelines should be devel-250 

oped, implemented, and widely promoted among physicians in Saudi Arabia and other countries to 251 
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provide the best available clinical management. This is especially important given that a case fa-252 

tality rate of up to 10% has been reported for monkeypox in Africa (Kalthan et al., 2016). The 253 

likelihood of complications and death from monkeypox can be greatly reduced with early diagno-254 

sis, risk factor identification, and timely care. 255 

Supplementary Materials: can be downloaded 256 
at: https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/healthcare10091722/s1. Supplementary (Consent form and 257 
questionnaire translated to English). 258 
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